
Attachment Document: Benefits for Token Holders and Simplification of AIP Proposal Process

Introduction:

This attachment document aims to address token holders by detailing the advantages of the
proposed Special Council-managed contractor model. It explains how this approach simplifies
the process, encourages the use of the existing ApeCoin Improvement Proposal (AIP) process,
and ultimately benefits token holders.

Simplification of Foundation Structure:

A. The contractor-based model results in a leaner and more efficient foundation, which positively
impacts token holders by:
i. Streamlining communication channels
ii. Facilitating swift decision-making
iii. Reducing overhead costs

B. Token holders benefit from an organization that can quickly respond to challenges and
opportunities, ensuring the long-term value and success of the project.

Encouraging Use of the AIP Process:

A. By adopting the Special Council-managed contractor model, the foundation encourages
token holders to engage with the AIP process. This is achieved by:
i. Minimizing bureaucracy and red tape associated with working group elections
ii. Demonstrating the effectiveness of the AIP process in shaping the foundation’s structure and
operations

B. Token holders can actively participate in the AIP process, contributing proposals that improve
the project's overall efficiency and effectiveness.

Enhanced Transparency and Accountability:

A. The Special Council-managed contractor model ensures greater transparency and
accountability by:
i. Clearly defining the roles and responsibilities of contractors
ii. Establishing a straightforward management structure under the Special Council

B. Token holders can more easily monitor the foundation's activities and measure the
performance of contractors, holding them accountable for their deliverables.

Optimized Resource Allocation:



A. By adopting a contractor-based model, the foundation can better allocate resources, which
ultimately benefits token holders by:
i. Employing professionals with specialized skills for specific tasks
ii. Ensuring each essential function is adequately supported

B. Improved resource allocation leads to better project outcomes, positively impacting the value
and utility of ApeCoin for token holders.

Conclusion:

The Special Council-managed contractor model simplifies the foundation's structure,
encourages token holders to actively engage with the AIP process, and ensures efficient
resource allocation. By adopting this approach, the foundation can prioritize transparency,
accountability, and effectiveness, ultimately benefiting token holders and promoting the
long-term success of the project.


